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Abstract: The social demand for increased risk control is considered here as it applies

to nuclear waste management. Britain's Sellafield Repository Project and France's Mediation

Mission to site underground research laboratories are compared. While both management

approaches show evolution away from an authoritarian model of decision making and towards

implementation of a more socially responsive model, distinct methods of dealing with

scientific and social uncertainty appear as well.
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Resume : La demande sociale d'une plus grande maitrise des risques est considered ici

alors qu'elle s'applique a la gestion des dechets nucleaires. La comparaison entre le projet

britannique d'un site de stockage a Sellafield et l'approche francaise de plusieurs laboratoires

de recherche souterrains, produit des resultats contrasted. Alors que la prise de decision

semble evoluer, de part et d'autre, d'un modele autoritaire vers un modele socialement ouvert,

on constate egalement des methodes distinctes pour traiter 1'incertitude scientifique et sociale.

Mots-cles : Incertitude. Prise de decision. Communication des risques. Dechets

nucleaires.



1. Introduction : Nuclear Waste and the Changing Environment of Decision

Making

One of the major difficulties presently challenging industry and govenment in several

countries is the search for socially acceptable management options and storage sites for

radioactive waste. In the past, radioactive wastes from military sources have been disposed of

in manners not open to public view, under the cloak of defense secret. Wastes from civilian

applications, including energy, industrial and medical sources, have been stored in containers

grouped in above-ground storage sites or in holding tanks in nuclear power plants. Civilian

nuclear institutions recognize that in the past, the focus of research and development was on

enlarging and perfecting useful applications of radioactive materials (cf. Office Parlementaire,

1990). Developing methods for waste disposal was not a priority, and volumes of waste were

small enough that this was perhaps not an unreasonable attitude. However, today the context

of decision making is changing. On an international level, current and anticipated waste

volumes are such that long term solutions must be identified. The will, inside and outside the

nuclear circle, to create robust waste management designs also corresponds to the

environmental protection ethos. Finally, growing societal and political demands would make

resolution of the waste issue a prerequisite to the further use of nuclear power.

In this article, the term « waste managers » refers broadly to actors and institutions, e.g.

scientific, industrial or political, who are called upon to develop concepts and policies or to

implement them.

1.1. NUCLEAR WASTES AND TECHNICAL CHOICES

Wastes, from civilian or military nuclear activities, are generally divided into

categories according to their level of radioactivity. The international classification scheme

runs from very low level, through low, intermediate, and high level wastes. The level of

radioactivity indicates the degree to which the substance is dangerous to human health, and

implies also more and more elaborate or secure methods of handling, to isolate the substance

while the heat and ionizing radiation it emits diminish naturally over time. The time periods

involved range from a few minutes to tens of thousands of years. This paper will study two

distinct, current public information programs, one concerning the disposal of low and

intermediate level wastes (requiring about 300 years of isolation), and one concerning high

level wastes (requiring thousands of years). The wastes concerned are from civilian sources,

including nuclear electricity generation, and to a lesser extent, industrial, research and medical

applications, etc.
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The technical management solution most widely examined today combines volumetric

reduction of waste with surface or underground storage. Efforts are made at the source to

minimize waste production. For instance, international radioprotection rules applied in nuclear

industrial complexes designate zones in which materials are considered to be contaminated by

radioactivity. If a new machine is brought into the zone and unwrapped, the wrapping material

cannot be treated like regular waste, but becomes classified as low level radioactive waste and

must be disposed of as such. However, if the machine is unwrapped before it crosses the line

into the zone, the crate may be burned or otherwise disposed of as ordinary industrial waste.

Volumetric reduction thus implies reviewing internal industrial practices to choose routines

that will minimize the volume of materials theoretically exposed to contamination. This effort

can be integrated into a quality assurance approach of the type now widely used by business

and industry to rationalize operations.

Remaining low and intermediate level wastes (LLW, ILW) will then be compacted

into casks which afford sufficient physical protection, and must be stored in interim or

permanent sites. High level wastes (HLW), generally spent fuel, emit significant heat. Today

HLW typically is cooling off for a number of years in water tanks, usually in the nuclear plant

of origin. Various reprocessing or recycling techniques, such as vitrification, are applied or in

the research stage, which may allow the transformation of these wastes into more easily

handled forms. These wastes too will require interim and permanent storage sites, and the

policy emphasis today is on the construction of underground repositories that can receive and

isolate ultimate waste products for the many centuries before they will pose no further danger

to health and the environment. Research programs are underway in many countries using

nuclear power, and as international collaborative efforts, to learn what kind of geological

configurations may best serve this purpose. Underground rock characterization laboratories to

evaluate specific sites are seen as a primary research tool and a number of nations today are

engaged in preparing this step of their nuclear waste management program.

1.2. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL UNCERTAINTY

The major source of uncertainty, from a technical point of view, is the very long

timescale involved in waste disposal. Existing knowledge in the physical sciences permits the

formulation of models predicting the behavior of nuclear waste over long periods of time.

However, models of the contexts in which waste may be stored inherently carry more

uncertainty. In particular, there is no way to realistically model, or hope to validate, models of

human society and its evolution over the centuries to come.



Concerning the modeling of the geological context, uncertainty may be introduced in

the short range by the epistemological position of earth science, in which predictive,

quantitative modes of thought have not been dominant (McCombie. 1995). This is just one

aspect of the uncertainty implied by the interdisciplinary nature of the waste challenge,

necessitating communication among scientists and technologists in a wide range of fields,

using models to which more or less confidence may be assigned.

1.2. WHEN THE TECHNICAL CHALLENGE ENTERS THE SOCIAL SPHERE

The basic waste management framework favored requires that appropriate sites be

found on which to construct interim or permanent repositories, or research laboratories in

view of possible future construction of storage. The search for sites is often the point at which

the technical process of waste management becomes visible to members of the public. The

technical challenge then moves abruptly into a social sphere. No longer can waste managers

be concerned solely with identifying optimum industrial practices and engineering solutions.

No longer can decision making be successfully confined to the usual specialized circles,

highly familiar with the physical requirements of nuclear waste management. Seeking a site

for research or storage activities means exposing the need and the planned solution to persons

who may become neighbors of the management facility, and to citizens in general. And these

new actors very generally hold very different views of what is dangerous about radioactive

waste, of what types of solutions should be found, of what a good management process should

include, and of who should make decisions. In a domain where problems have been addressed

principally in the language of physics and engineering, a new term has entered the

vocabulary : « public acceptability ».

There is international scientific consensus today that nuclear waste disposal is not an

insurmountable technical problem. The safety of waste repositories, for instance, is thought by

disposal implementors to be predictable with a level of confidence sufficient to allow decision

making (e.g. OECD-NEA, 1991).

In contrast, inserting the technical scheme of research and management into a

favorable social setting is proving perhaps unexpectedly difficult. Traditional and previously

successful institutional decision processes are proving inadequate in many cases. No

management group of any level in any country has found it easy to respond to the sudden

widening of issues and problems to resolve when the nuclear waste topic reaches a public

phase. Even in countries where the nuclear energy program, for instance, is relatively well

accepted, the public puts special demands on waste management, producing sometimes

dramatic situations of polarization and conflict.
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It is interesting to note that nuclear waste disposal has benefitted from concerted

ethical reflection on the part of its conceptors and implementors, perhaps more so than any

contemporary industrial issue (cf. Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., 1991). The agreed goal of

protecting human life and health and the environment at all times and in all places, leads here,

as in general environmental thought, to ethical principles of precaution, subsidiarity, etc.

Minimizing the burden to future generations, for example, is taken by waste managers to

imply that the present generation should at the very least make available efforts and funds for

research and technology.

This focus on defining ethical standards springs in part from the high degrees of ethical

and practical concern that have been expressed by groups in the public. Attempts at siting in

particular bring into view concerns such as equity in risk distributions and the procedures

which should be adopted to protect potential risk bearers, including today's cultural

minorities, and future generations.

The recent international document « Third Collective Opinion of the Nuclear Energy

Agency » (OECD-NEA, 1995) states the ethical considerations adopted by the waste

management community. Agreed ethical standards are variously reflected, or translated into

action, in the siting procedures developed in each country (prior to or concurrently with

concerted ethical research). Among the filters that shape siting procedures are existing

decision models, expressed and perpetuated in institutional and political structures. These

decision models today are being brought to light and tested by the waste management

challenge.

1.3. INSTITUTIONAL DECISIONMAKING FOR WASTE MANAGEMENT

Institutional decisionmaking applied to the phase in which nuclear waste management

touches the public may be divided into two broad classes.

1.3.1. The Authoritarian Model This first class of decisionmaking reflects traditional

or historic forms of management, in which nuclear affairs are tightly linked with strategies of

national defense and independence. In such a context, even the handling of non-military

nuclear wastes is considered to be outside the public realm. Decisions and actions are taken at

a centralized level without the consent of the public or their elected representatives, and even

without informing the general public or local citizens.

An example of this type of handling may be seen in France's approach in the late

1980's to the pre-selection of four sites for construction of an underground research

laboratory. In broad terms, engineering crews from the Atomic Energy Commissariat one fine

morning began drilling in a rural site. Their task was to gain information about the geological



qualities of the terrain, as part of a broad ranging evaluation of several potential sites. The

rumor spread however that the site was to become a « dump » for terrifyingly dangerous

materials, gathered from all over France to be concentrated in one unfortunate and

underprivileged community, and local inhabitants and concerned citizens came together to

mount resistance. The scene developed into one of battle between a rioting population and

armed national guards. The Prime Minister declared a moratorium on site investigations and

ordered a special Parliamentary inquiry into waste management processes. The term « serious

disorder » was used by the Prime Minister to describe events on that rural site. It described too

the state of the traditional nuclear decision process as it emerged from its clash with the

public.

One of the case studies presented here concerns the outcomes of the French

Parliamentary inquiry. The national approach to site selection and evaluation was restructured

to reflect the concerns of the modern public.

1.3.2. The Socially Responsive Model The second class of institutional approach,

unlike the traditional authoritarian model, recognizes that the waste management environment

has been enlarged to include decisions shaped by social factors. For decisionmakers, the first

authoritarian approach had the advantages of narrow definition, rigorous simplicity and long

practice. The second class of approach poses a set of unfamiliar challenges to a newly

broadened group of decision makers. These challenges are similar to those found today in

many health or environmental risk management contexts. They reflect change in the forms,

sources and destinations of information in the management process. The public and other

outer-circle groups now must be informed, and moreover, will contribute, directly or

indirectly, to decisions. Waste managers now must institute mechanisms to identify and

understand social concerns, and create decision processes to weight those concerns and

incorporate them into management options.

1.3.3. Augmenting Uncertainty The authoritarian model can be seen as a means of

reducing social uncertainty : Decision criteria are well established, as are central power

structures and hierarchies for producing and carrying out those decisions. In a domain like

nuclear waste management, marked by scientific uncertainty, the authoritarian model has

some resemblance to classical scientific method. The handling and study of phenomena take

place in a controlled setting. The authoritarian model eliminates social variability, freeing

technicians to concentrate on the physical problem.

The socially responsive model allows the technical study setting to become disturbed

with variables of other natures. Uncertainty inherent to those variables, and linked to the
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multiplication of potential interactions, thus augments sharply. Engineers who already have a

difficult job of physical study are confronted with an influx of new variables traditionally

excluded from their paradigm.

Letting down authoritarian barriers to escort in a disparate set of conflicting social

concerns, perceptions and processes may well seem regrettable. However, a new kind of

science, or search for understanding and control, then can be undertaken, with better assurance

that results will stand up in the complex setting outside the laboratory.

1.3.4. Dichotomous Analyses The apparent dichotomy of these two models of

decisionmaking is a recurring theme in the literature of risk analysis ; see Fiorino (1993) for a

review of the opposition of scientific, technical values and democratic values. The analytic

approach taken in the present article does not seek to classify institutional decisions according

to this dichotomy. Instead, on the basis of case studies, we demonstrate how each logic may

be called upon, with more or less success, in the dynamic encounter between decisionmakers,

society and uncertainty in the area of nuclear waste management.

1.4. THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES :

UNDERLYING BELIEFS AND PERCEPTIONS

The socially responsive model of decsionmaking introduces new and unfamiliar social

challenges to be managed along with nuclear wastes. The ways these challenges are being met

today probably reflect cultural, political and historic factors. The structure given by national

leaders to waste management institutions, and the programs and practices created by those

responsible for management, are likely shaped not only by existing organizational models, but

more profoundly by views of society, of what is right and wrong, possible or impossible.

Looking at those structures, programs and practices, especially in the area of communication

with the public, can inform us about the philosophical or ethical models and beliefs that

underlie technical management. This is the approach we have chosen for this article on the

role of uncertainty in the public communications process. We thus treat uncertainty not just as

a characteristic of some formalized estimation of the physical world. We consider it to be a

perceptual object, a descriptive characteristic that is not independant of or indifferent to the

persons making decisions about the physical world. Where and what uncertainty is perceived

differs from group to group, and these different brands of uncertainty influence group actions.

Whereas the authoritarian model of decisionmaking may vary little from context to

context, the second waste management approach, shaped by the requirement of public



acceptance, has no one pre-determined form. Different aspects of the new challenges are

receiving different emphasis in the various national programs today, and the methods chosen

to respond to selected challenges vary as well. In this paper we will examine some of the

outcomes of the French Parliamentary inquiry, including the 1991 Law which put waste

management and site search on an entirely new, avowedly democratic footing. We will also

take a look at the information strategy chosen by British waste managers to accompany a site

selection process for a proposed low/intermediate level waste repository. Uncertainty is a red

thread running through the public communications process in these two cases.

2. Case Presentation

We will describe aspects of the information strategies used in France and in the United

Kingdom to facilitate the nuclear waste storage site selection process. Our work reported here

was part of a study project by the European Commission centered on the creation of a public

information unit and materials to « support a proposed national deep repository at Sellafield

(UK) for low and intermediate level wastes ». These information initiatives were to be

cosponsored by Nirex, the British low and intermediate level waste management consortium,

and shareholder British Nuclear Fuels (BNF), who have a large fuel processing installation at

Sellafield. To evaluate information needs in the public and institutional responses, we

interviewed many of the major partners involved in Sellafield's site-specific information

campaign, as well as representatives of other groups (media, opposition, elected, etc.) active in

informing the public.

We chose two projects in France for comparison. One was the working surface storage

site for low and intermediate level wastes recently opened in Soulaines some 200 km

southeast of Paris. The other, to be considered in this article, was the search for volonteer sites

for underground rock labs, in the aftermath of the conflictual events and moratorium briefly

described above.

We will be looking at two siting challenges that are not strictly comparable from a

technical point of view. Nirex, in Britain, handles only low and intermediate level wastes. Our

French case concerns the management of high level, long lived wastes. It would be useful in

the future to identify what, from a communications process point of view, may differentiate

these distinct situations. The comparison seems appropriate, meanwhile, in that in both cases a

proposed deep geological repository is to be preceded by the construction of an underground
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rock characterization laboratory. In both France and Britain, such a laboratory will provide

needed data on the safety and practicability of a deep repository. There is thus an interim

period of formal uncertainty as to the effective construction of a repository. In Britain,

however, there is little official question as to whether a deep repository will eventually be

built. The laboratory is viewed by the company as an intervening step in building a safety

case. In France, the laboratory is one research path among several in a national effort to define

the optimum management strategy for its wastes. The construction of a repository will depend

on the outcome of a Parliamentary decision process.

2.1 BRITAIN'S SELLAFIELD, SITE OF A PROPOSED REPOSITORY

Sellafield, in the western part of England on the Irish sea, has been home to a nuclear

complex since World War II. British nuclear defense technology and research were centered

there, in an area observers note is geographically farthest removed from the agressors in that

war. Since that time, Sellafield has evolved into a civilian complex run by British Nuclear

Fuels (BNF), providing both some nuclear electricity and numerous fuel processing and

reprocessing services to British and other national utilities. Drigg, a small seaside village in

the immediate vicinity of Sellafield, is the interim shallow storage site of low level wastes

from both the military and civilian periods of activity.

Both Sellafield and Drigg appear to focalize concerns in the British public about

nuclear dangers. Environmentalists perform independent monitoring of radiation levels on the

beach at Drigg, as well as sample seawater for effluents from the reprocessing installations. A

highly mediatized concert-cum-demonstration was held on that beach, and activists have

recently been fined by the courts for destroying site property.

The Sellafield complex was formerly called Windscale, until a reactor accident in the

1950s released radioactive materials into the atmosphere. After that event the name of the

complex was changed and another local placename adopted. The word Sellafield, however,

continues to carry the immediate association of dangerous radioactivity and is commonly used

by comedians to get an « easy laugh », according to residents we interviewed. By an

extraordinary coincidence, fallout from the Chernobyl disaster concentrated itself in the hills

around Sellafield (cf. Wynne et al., 1988) and a decade later, small sheep farmers still suffer

restrictions on their market activity.

An unusually high frequency of childhood leukemia has been suffered in small towns

outlying Sellafield. A report suggested the cause might be paternal exposure to radiation



suffered by neighbors of the complex or employees of BNF. Court cases have been brought

against BNF. but expert testimony holds that a better explanation for the leukemia clusters

would be the genetic mixing of populations produced by worker migrations to the area. All in

all. events directly and indirectly linked to the presence of the nuclear installation, as well as

perfectly independent, have contrived to place a nuclear stigma on the area.

The Sellafield complex does not have a purely negative image in the area or beyond,

however. It is a major and high-tech employer in a rural and small-industrial area formerly

dominated by mining, and which has suffered a high proportion of economic difficulties.

Conscious efforts are made by BNF management to play a good neighbor role and provide

much needed resources to local undertakings.

Sellafield is also situated on the immediate border of one of England's greatest natural

treasures : the famous Lake District National Park. The mountains and waterways of this

extinct volcanic area have a wild beauty, celebrated by their native poet Wordsworth. Here a

major source of income is the outdoor tourist industry ; it is also a favorite retirement spot.

This relatively isolated part of England thus juxtaposes, historically and physically,

scenes of hardship and of natural splendor, and is inhabited or visited by populations of

widely varying socieconomic profile. It is in this complex setting that Nirex has proposed to

construct an underground repository for low and intermediate level radioactive wastes.

Prior to this choice, a national campaign to select sites, supposedly based purely on

their technical geophysical qualities, had been aborted when the dominant public perception

saw the process as perverted by covert political stakes. Nirex had given every appearance of

leading two parallel decision processes. Actions behind closed doors contradicted public

affirmations, going so far as to embarass an energy minister. Part of the fiasco may be

explained by the fact that Nirex was a new organization of only 16 persons, in an uncharted

management territory. Nonetheless, the model chosen even with best intentions by directors

was clearly authoritarian and unacceptable in practice.

Nirex withdrew from this failing situation with a 1987-88 exercise in public

consultation, perceived by many outside observers as a turnaround in attitude. In an approach

not uncommon in Britain, a « discussion document » was broadly distributed to local

governments, industries, and stakeholder groups of many profiles, and made available to

interested parties through advertisement. « The Way Forward » presented the waste

management concept developed by Nirex and listed issues and questions identified by the
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company, including many on social acceptability, to which readers were invited to respond.

The results of this consultation, as well as the prior history of site search, are analyzed by

Kemp (1992).

In 1989 Nirex announced it would concentrate its investigations upon two sites (and

later only Sellafield) called « politically acceptable ». These were sites where the nuclear

industry was already implanted, and thus familiar and indeed vital to the local population. In

today's context, such criteria are legitimate. However, the local populations were not

consulted prior to Nirex's decision to seek a building permit. The high confidence by Nirex's

engineers in Sellafield's geophysics, expressed in subsequent discourse, was perceived as

« too strong a coincidence ». Suspicion as to Nirex's real criteria and concerns, fueled by the

ill-handled prior campaign, has given an extra handicap to the company in terms of credibility.

This in a domain where even « spotless » institutions encounter difficulty in establishing

relationships of trust and exchange with the public.

2.2 FRANCE'S SITE SEARCHES

France's national waste management agency ANDRA was created in 1979 as part of

the Atomic Energy Commissariat (CEA). As such, it fell into line with traditional nuclear

management in France. Nuclear affairs had never been submitted to public decision, but were

part of presidential strategy to ensure France's independence in the military and energy

realms. The need to manage wastes, however, began to open a new chapter in this history.

Over the 1980's, and particularly with the independent review performed by the Castaign

Commission, various encounters with the public forced some flexibility into decision

processes which had formerly been unilateral.

In 1987-89, site selection and construction of the Centre de Stockage de 1'Aube (CSA,

for above-ground permanent storage of low and intermediate level wastes) became a lifesized

laboratory for creating new relationships with affected publics. With little organizational

support or strategy, site-based agents day after day worked to understand local fears or

objections and create responses that could rightly be perceived as sincere and effective.

Lessons brought back from the field would contribute at term to restructuring ANDRA (e.g.

creation of a department of external relations). That rethinking and restructuring became

unavoidable in the crisis created by site evaluation for an underground laboratory.

Four provincial regions were preselected, with insufficient prior information, for these

site investigations in view of long-lived waste storage. As early as 1987, local citizens and
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other concerned activists began protesting. Early in 1990, the « grave disorder » observed on

one site and. as we have suggested, revealed by the encounter of the authoritarian model with

public resistance, led the Socialist Prime Minister to place a twelve-month minimum

moratorium on site investigations. At that time too he requested an investigation by the

Parliamentary Office for the Evaluation of Scientific and Technical Options. Although the

Prime Minister has the authority to launch such evaluation, this power has seldom been used

in the history of the Office, normally sollicited by parliamentary committee. This unusual

move showed the importance of the issue and the willingness at Government level to rethink

the management of civilian nuclear activities.

A series of hearings was held with the intention to inform Parliament of the underlying

causes of the strong public objection and the « conditions under which dialogue could be

restored ». This investigation led to the drafting of a law. Voted by both Chambers with

almost no dissent, the Law of 30 December 1991 is the first giving direct oversight of nuclear

activities to national elected representatives. The law states that all storage of dangerous

wastes is subject to administrative authorization. Several research paths are stipulated in the

case of high level and long lived nuclear wastes, including transmutation, above ground

storage, and deep storage whose feasibility may be studied via underground laboratories. After

fifteen years, Parliament will decide which technical solutions may be pursued. In order to

inform this decision, the law creates annual report mechanisms and an independent expert

commission. ANDRA was recreated as an independent public agency, under an industrial and

commercial regime, and overseen by the three Ministries of Industry, Research and

Environment.

The Law of 30 December 1991 also defines the conditions of site selection and

underground laboratory development. These include a local information committee on each

potential site and the « democratization of public inquiry ». Written throughout in particularly

clear language, the law also states specifically that no radioactive materials may be stored in

an underground laboratory. These and other explicit provisions are binding responses to issues

raised by the concerned public, identified through hearings. They are meant to facilitate the

institution of dialogue, the law acting as mutual reference among stakeholders.

A subsequent ministerial decree named a Mediator to negociate the implantation of

two underground research laboratories. Chosen for this task was the parliamentarian who had

conducted hearings and presented the law to the vote. The importance of the stakes and the

perceived adequacy of the legal purview were confirmed when the incoming Government of
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opposed political stripe maintained this nomination and all provisions. A new site search

could then begin, in 1993.

The process of nuclear waste management thus appears to be on a better footing now

in France, with the national agency and administrative plan of action regulated by the

principles of « responsibility, democracy and transparency » identified by the Office as

essential to restoring dialogue. These clarifications are not, however, sufficient to erase all

opposition or worry in the public.

Very soon after the 1991 law, residents of one area (Pays de Fougeres, 300 km west of

Paris) were galvanized by a supposed « secret » understanding among elected officials to

volonteer a site for lab construction. Concerned citizens, regarding the lab as a Trojan Horse

bringing a deep repository, obtained logistic and intellectual support from a national

environmentalist network as well as from a group of scientists opposed to nuclear power.

Public meetings were held ; summary slide presentations of nuclear physics, energy

production and the environmental and health dangers of radioactive materials were followed

by wide-ranging discussion. The discussion we heard at one meeting demonstrated that

citizens, perhaps rural residents in particular, carry intimate knowledge of their land and its

geological as well as settled history. The notion of storing highly dangerous wastes in a region

commonly understood to be traversed by underground water systems and subject to seismic

disturbance was characterized in such discussion as pure folly, an outrage. Participants sought

more tenable explanations for the apparently irresponsible behavior of their governing parties.

According to our observation and as reflected in media reports, financial interests were often

suspected to be the true underlying issue.

This pseudo-candidature was withdrawn before the start of the veritable mediation

process. In the spring and summer of 1993, thirty administrative regions presented their

official candidature to receive a laboratory and the employment, funding and university

technopole that will accompany its construction. The Mediator then toured the regions,

inviting any and all concerned persons or groups to meet with him. The objections and

concerns of all these participants were detailed, as were positive aspects of candidatures, in

the mediation report presented to the Government in December 1993. Four different

candidatures were pre-selected on grounds of both technical and « human feasibility ». Local

information commissions were created in all four areas. Geological assessments were

scheduled to narrow these to two laboratory sites.
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The mediation process in France has been widely looked to as a demonstration of

innovative and democratic management. Indeed many features of the process—its attempt to

translate into action the principles of « responsibility, democracy and transparency »—merit

this international interest. Throughout the process, still, radio talk shows, press reports and

opponent activities revealed continuing dynamics of fear and outrage in response to the search

for a laboratory site. In particular, the deep disposal concept is often criticized by

environmentalists and others as an « out of sight, out of mind » expedient solution.

It is particularly interesting to note that concerned publics rarely remain passive in the

face of even thorough, responsive information. For example, each laboratory will pay to its

host region a sum equivalent to the operations tax paid annually by a working nuclear plant

(like all other commercial organizations in France). This marks the lab as an « ordinary »

industrial installation subject to typical requirements and responsibilities, as well as makes the

lab economically attractive to regions. This clearly stated and publicized perquisite again is a

response to concerns expressed in the original hearings. In the minds of many citizens,

however, the offer of this money « proves » that there is an unspoken environmental risk.

In these two cases, British and French, differing approaches have been taken to

managing (admittedly different) types of nuclear waste. In France, the failure of the

authoritarian model has led to a new national committment. The management of high level

waste joins other major works overseen by Parliament, and is subject to the same (and

sometimes more stringent) constraints. In Britain, a consortium of nationalized waste

producers finds itself positioned between the public and the government and has had to lead

its own experiments with forms of public consultation and persuasion. After considering the

species of risk that are observed in each of these site searches, we will look at the role of

uncertainty in each context.

3. Risk in Context

As in many risk situations, « who is affected by what risk » here is a heterogeneous

object. It varies with the perception and experience of different groups involved in the risk

situation. It varies, too, with the overt and covert beliefs and objectives of those groups, and

the action means available to them. It varies over time as information exchanges occur. The

validity of knowledge produced by research on risk perception and communication has thus to

be verified in this specific context.
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3.1 RESEARCHING RISK AS A VARIABLE OBJECT

Risks perceived by different groups at different moments may be identified in various

ways. One developed stream of research, under what is often called the « psychometric

paradigm », commonly uses experimental judgement tasks, focus group methodologies, or

questionnaires in local or broad-based surveys. Such studies provide statistics on how groups

perceive risks and how their perceptions may differ from predictions made under a range of

possible rationales. Insight may be gained on internal and external influences on risk

perceptions, such as cognitive mechanisms, personality or cultural factors, and characteristics

of risk information. This stream of research has identified more than two dozen criteria that

enter into risk perceptions, beyond the basic mathematical estimation of damage x probability

that is often the technical definition of risk. Some of these criteria have particular impact on

perceptions of nuclear waste ; thus, nuclear waste is seen as more dangerous in that it is

perceived as unknown, uncontrollable, and dreaded, with the perceived potential to produce

delayed and catastrophic health effects on future generations (e.g. Slovic et al., 1991a). The

credibility (perceived competence and honesty) of information sources is another important

factor in the perception of risk. Periodic surveys in France and in Britain tend to show that

groups directly involved with the management of nuclear affairs, including waste, receive

lower credibility scores than such groups as « independent scientists » or « ecologists ».

The study of risk perception, and accompanying work and recommendations on risk

communication, have developed over the past fifteen years into an extensive literature, of

which a significant proportion focusses on nuclear waste and the problems raised by siting

repositories or other so-called undesirable facilities (chemical plants, other waste facilities,

etc.). Examples of such work, and full references, may be found in e.g. Flynn et al. (1995),

Easterling & Kunreuther (1995), Poumadere (1994), Sjoberg & Drottz-Sjoberg (1994), Slovic

etal. (1980).

Our survey work, performed in the West Cumbria region of which Sellafield is a part

and our interview studies identified a range of perceived risks which are perhaps typical of

any context dealing with nuclear waste repository siting. We found evidence for a number of

salient risk groupings, and there may be more. In the following, we will discuss some of the

risks that appear to be perceived by the public and by members of institutions, in the Sellafield

area and in France.
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3.2. PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS OF RISKS

3.2.1. Health, Safety and Environmental Risks Our survey showed a typical range of

perceived health and safety risks to be associated by West Cumbrian publics with the nuclear

wastes currently processed, held or expected at Sellafield. Images of cancer, a time-delayed

affliction, of multigenerational dangers, and associations with the atomic bomb are found

along with little or inexact knowledge of the physical characteristics of radioactive waste.

However, study reveals that West Cumbrians, and Britons in general, may perceive

risks from nuclear waste as somewhat less threatening than do other populations. Our survey

showed that two thirds of West Cumbrians label a number of environmental hazards as « very

or quite worrying » ; radioactive waste (at 62%) ranks only sixth in a list topped by concern

for deforestation (70%), river pollution or chemical waste. Moreover, data collected in April

1992 show 87% of French residents find radioactive waste « very or quite worrying » as

opposed to those 62% of West Cumbrians in the same time period.

In other recent surveys, national British samples also rank nuclear waste sixth in a list

of worrisome pollutions, with vehicle exhaust coming first. Contrast with French or United

States national populations which, presented with a list of hazards, consistently rank

radioactive waste as one of the top four threats to public health, or even the most outstanding

risk. A binational survey in late 1992, performed in collaboration with P. Slovic et col.,

showed that French and US residents presented with a list of technological, environmental and

lifestyle hazards rank them in a similar order. Here again, though, the French are more likely

to rate these hazards as highly threatening to health and safety (Poumadere, 1994). Nuclear

waste receives first place in this list.

Why should the French be more likely to attribute high health risk to various hazards,

and especially to nuclear waste ? A proper interpretation might take into account the type of

nuclear waste images vehiculed by the French media prior to the 1992 surveys cited, as well

as since. We will see that health risks are less salient here than risks of another order.

3.2.2. Political Risks to the Public How might French perceptions of nuclear waste be

influenced by media representations ? In the 1980's and early 1990's there was only

occasional attention given by the media to radioactive waste issues, and then most often in a

sensationalistic manner. There was coverage of the « grave disorder » produced by high level

waste site preselection. Otherwise, the bulk of nationally carried stories concerned a series of

« discoveries » of « dumps » where Atomic Energy Commissariat (CEA) researchers had

stored low level radioactive materials : a CEA official (Lallement, 1993) has analyzed the
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inadequate media management of these « affairs » by his organization . (The Parliamentary

Office for Evaluation has since inventoried low level wastes from all French sources and the

Nuclear Safety Authority, DSIN. is drafting regulations now for even very low level waste

disposal.)

In autumn 1993 the French Mediator toured France to meet with any and all parties

concerned by the volonteer regional candidatures for an underground high level waste

laboratory. We noticed a tendency by local newspapers to accompany their stories with

archival photos of fervent protestors dating from premoratorium periods, even when the

current stories recounted relatively peaceful and productive encounters in an entirely new

management context. This practice would suggest that for many journalists in France, nuclear

waste discussions are necessarily equivalent to social conflict. This stereotypical image was

apparently potent enough that no editor noticed the photos' incoherence with their

accompanying reports that the Mediation Mission seemed to open a new type of non-

conflictual discussion with many local publics. Alternatively, one could ask whether there

were circumstances leading editors actively to ignore the incoherence. Choosing photos to

illustrate the negative stereotype was perhaps meant by journalists to comfort what they think

their readers believe or want to read about; in any case, this practice reinforces and

perpetuates the negative stereotype.

Such media dynamics are part of what has been called the social amplification of risk

(Kasperson et al., 1988). We have not tested the relationships between the comparative French

tendency to « overrate » health risks, specifically the nuclear waste risk, and widespread

negative media representations. However, it is interesting to observe that public perceptions of

high health risk coexist in France with a marked manifest stereotype of social conflict, that is,

a special kind of risk involved in societal discussions of the hazard.

Research does show that there are links between lay estimates of risk and social factors

of this sort. Trust in managing institutions, or perceived credibility of information sources, for

instance, are inversely related to perceptions of health risk. However, the same study that

showed the French perceive greater levels of risk than US residents, also shows that the

French express very high confidence (double that seen in the States) in the engineers and other

experts managing nuclear power (Poumadere, 1994).

The special relationships linking the French, their experts, their media and perceptions

of risk deserve further study. For the moment we simply call attention to the fact that in both

the French and British cases discussed here, intergroup conflict, or political conflict in the

basic sense, is a salient factor in the nuclear waste management question.
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Indeed, it is highly apparent in survey data and interviews with residents around

Sellafield that there is a perceived risk of being manipulated into acceptance of a repository by

covert decisions and persuasion strategies. The eventuality of a repository at Sellafield was

called « politically acceptable » by BNF and Nirex, meaning that some degree of familiarity

and support existed on the nuclear site. However, this choice of phrase cannot fail to recall the

prior history of site search in Britain. There, events including last-minute site rejections

seemed to indicate that shortlisted sites owed their preselection less to their geophysical

qualities than to their minority political stripe and lack of economic clout.

Public response to the perceived political risk has been manifold. Years before,

national responses to the Nirex discussion document had included petitions (totalling 78,000

signatures) against the repository concept, as well as statements by various elected regional

councils questioning the integrity of the decision process. Close to Sellafield, town (Parish)

councils have also expressed concern ; one council member wrote a critical history of Nirex

decision making. District and County councils, who have a role to play in granting permits,

have undertaken a steady program of counter expertise and opinion survey to diversify their

information sources.

On an individual level, many local citizens placed a « No to Nirex » poster in their

window. Strong majorities in our 1992 survey expressed the belief that their point of view

would not be taken into account, and that the public is not fully informed of issues involved in

waste management. Interestingly, many of the Sellafield area respondents judged their

neighbors to be more involved than themselves in taking resistive action (joining an

opposition group, signing petitions, writing to Parliament). The overall profile obtained from

this survey seemed to indicate an unstable situation in which persons perceived little outlet for

their worries and concerns, and appeared likely to give passive support to dramatic rejection

of the repository project, by environmentalists for example (rated as most trustworthy and

second most competent to inform the public).

After a three and V2 hour debate in December 1994, the Cumbria County Council

rejected Nirex's planning application for a rock laboratory. This vote was regretted by some

minority dissenters in that the permit decision thus went out of local hands to be appealed to

the Secretary of State. This decisionmaker was thought likely to take only broad land use

planning criteria into view and give less weight to special characteristics of the file, including

public risk perceptions. However, a public inquiry started in September 1995 ; its concluding

report will inform the Secretary's decision to overturn or support local planning refusal. A

range of proponent and opponent organizations participated in a pre-inquiry meeting to
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determine what types of testimony would be considered receivable. One to two days, just

before closing statements, are scheduled for « local groups and individuals ». The British

national press has reported on statements submitted to date by organized interest groups (e.g.

trade unions, expressing eagerness for the jobs implied by repository construction).

3.2.3. Risks to Lifestyles Like the other species of risks cited above, unwanted

impacts on life settings and lifestyle are seen to be multigenerational. The notion of

implanting a heavy industrial installation at the gates of the Lake District National Park is an

affront to many nature-loving residents of the Sellafield area. Even if the final repository were

to have, as planned, a discrete profile in the landscape, construction activities would represent

a significant disturbance to this rural and agricultural area served by narrow country lanes.

Many homeowners also fear that their house, representing their savings and the legacy they

might pass on to their children, would lose all market value if situated next to a repository.

There have been suggestions that an appropriate compensation plan might include paying a

strong market price to neighbors, who would remain owners of their property. This monetary

compensation does not seem certain to address, however, the psychological devaluation, or

stigma, that is feared.

In France, a dramatic event in early 1994 demonstrated that the mere suggestion of

hosting a nuclear waste repository can disturb perceptions of a homeplace in a radical manner.

A rumor, called a «journalistic invention », for some weeks had suggested that one small

village had « sold out » to the Mediator and would be receiving an underground laboratory.

Formerly peaceful relations among neighbors became polarized. Outsiders seemed to focus

upon the village their rejection of the radioactive waste risk, and defaced walls of its modest

dwellings with accusatory graffiti. The mayor, caught in the storm, attempted to restore order

and a sense of local decision integrity by holding a referendum (albeit with no legal or

administrative value) for or against a lab. Some sixty percent of residents voted « yes ». When

this use of the last resort of local democracy did not suffice to silence protestors, but rather

earned him a public comparison to Hitler, the mayor took his own life. Such a dramatic

personal gesture should doubtless never be attributed to the sole turn of outside events.

However, this tragic, if isolated, occurence, serves to demonstrate that nuclear waste, no

matter how well « handled », still can produce life or death situations when it arrives on some

persons1 doorstep.

3.3 RISKS IDENTIFIED BY INSTITUTIONS

More and more, waste management institutions, like the nuclear industry and other

dangerous sectors, are having to recognize the salience of public perceptions of risk. We have
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seen that apparently unanticipated public rejection and resistance have handicapped waste

management projects in both France and the United Kingdom. Attempts to reconstruct a

viable approach have included listening to public expressions of perceived risk, through

Parliamentary hearings, mediation, or written replies to a « discussion document ». That risk is

a multidimensional object has come to be recognized, if not necessarily accepted by all

parties. Both intuitive judgements within institutions, and empirical research, indicate that

involved experts put greater stress on different aspects of risk than the public, and bring

different types of action to bear on risk reduction.

A survey showed, for instance, that nuclear engineers give low importance ratings to

the health and environmental risks associated with nuclear waste, indicating their confidence

in the technical solutions available or under development. Significantly, they identified the

« real » risks in managing nuclear waste as « political », that is, that public opposition might

prevent the application of best technical options (Flynn et al., 1993).

Let us briefly consider the species of risk perceived by the French and British

institutions in the context of our case studies, along with the responses made to expressed

public perceptions.

3.3.1. Health, Safety or Environmental Risks These do not appear in official literature

or discourse to be denied or underevaluated. Simply, it transpires that those in management

have higher familiarity than the public with physical models of radiation, as well as with

mitigating or protective measures. The sense is given that the impacts of radioactive waste

upon life spaces may be satisfactorily controled. Although appropriate resources must be

granted to research and development, given management structures are portrayed as sufficient

to limit concern in terms of e.g. public health priorities.

« The requirement for safety is our common ground, » said one BNF manager telling

of his encounters with environmentalist opponents in public meetings around West Cumbria.

Grounds for division are the perception of the gap between desired and effective safety.

Reducing this perceived gap in the public may be seen to be one objective of institutions

directly involved in waste disposal. Their efforts may follow, and combine, two basic

strategies : encourage the perception that appropriate safeguards are in place, and diminish

perceptions of the riskiness of radioactive materials.

Regular newsletters from BNF, for example, show use of the first strategy, combining

acounts of safeguards, some surpassing regulatory requirements, with reporting of

« radiological events » experienced in the Sellafield complex. Each Sellafield Newsletter thus

reassures as to the attention and resources given to radiological safety, and demonstrates
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institutional openness in regard to the in-house management of radiological risks. This

approach stressing the presence of safeguards may be seen too as addressing the dimension of

credibility (competence and honesty) identified by research as active in shaping risk

perceptions. If successful, this type of information approach may contribute not only to

improving public confidence in safeguards, but also to reducing the perception of risk proper

to nuclear waste itself.

The second information strategy, reducing the perceived safety gap through reducing

perceived risk, seeks to place radioactivity in a « familiar » and comparative context. Thus

event reports in the BNF newsletter regularly qualify levels of accidentally released radiation

as e.g. « inferior to natural radiation exposure in the course of a roundtrip airline flight from

Heathrow to Los Angeles ». The BNF Sellafield Visitors Centre seeks to foster increased

familiarity and perceived controlability of radiation while making the learning effort highly

attractive. The newly refurbished exhibits offering hands-on, educational and frankly fun

presentations of atomic power and its derivates are self-proclaimed to be « Hollywood-style ».

3.3.2. Lifestyle Risks The risks to lifestyle feared by Sellafield residents in the short

term appear to be well recognized and managed by the BNF staff with responsability for

organizing geological explorations and eventual laboratory and repository engineering. These

risks concern e.g. landscape destruction and road disturbance. Sensitivity to such concerns

may be said to correspond to a valued British attitude, and brochures presenting the projected

Nirex repository include fine estimates of daily traffic and detailed chapters on land

conservancy including restoration of traditional vegetation, etc.

A Sellafield Repository Project Information Unit (SRPIU), funded by Nirex and

staffed by BNF, was created in 1991 to disseminate brochures and video presentations and

respond to walk-in or written queries. Its principal activity quickly became facilitation of

neighborhood decisions on the routing across lanes and fields of trucks and machinery

effecting borehole explorations from the early 1990's. According to staff, farmers whose land

was particularly sollicited could be brought to grant access permission in exchange for skilled

replanting of hedges or field drainage, gaining in effect the benefit of improvements easily

undertaken by a large and sophisticated workforce, but of significant expense and difficulty

for the isolated rural landowner.

The search, through dialogue, for compensation relevant and appealing to those

directly affected in the short term is a striking positive feature of the Sellafield repository

project. •< This is the real work, » stated the SRPIU manager. Interview data revealed,

however, that institutional actors were less sympathetic to fears of monetary and lifestyle
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losses in the long term. This is one area in which diversion in risk perceptions is clearly

apparent. On the one side is found a vision in which a repository must be. and likely will be

built, and where material problems of all scales will be encountered and may be solved by

reasonable resource allocation ; in that such obstacles are finite, provisions too should be

finite. On the other side is a vision in which a repository is far from ineluctable and decidedly

unattractive, in which disruptions seem certain to be suffered but which cannot be evaluated

with certainty. This incumbent uncertainty tends to render fixed compensation schemes

unattractive, in that the fear subsists that costs (economic or psychological) unidentified at the

time of negociation will outweigh the agreed compensation.

A recent North American literature attempts to develop an economically or

sociologically founded approach to the compensation dilemma in siting hazardous or

unattractive facilities (e.g. Gregory et al, 1991 ; Kunreuther et al., 1993).

The proposed underground laboratory « package » put forward by France's Mediator

places significant emphasis on positive lifestyle provisions, in an economic and « cultural »

sense, for each eventual host region. Construction of a laboratory will provide jobs in the short

term, but more permanent installations include a university and technopole to accomodate the

intellectual professions involved in waste management research and provide wider

development for the area. On a smaller scale, communities surrounding the laboratory, and a

repository if decided, will have access to a significant development fund for commercial or

public interest projects. Aside from eventual necessary land purchase, no direct compensation

is planned for individual property owners. This scheme tends to cast the lab as a resolutely

beneficial piece of equipment which generously « pays its own way », and turns away from

any portrayal of a stigmatizing imposition.

The report (Mission de Mediation, 1993) delivered to the government by the Mediator

after his national tour made specific mention of the widespread concern that the presence of a

lab could deal a heavy blow to regional tourism and commercial image. It was formally

suggested that a « serious study serving as a reference » be sponsored by public authorities to

determine the extent of any stigmatizing potential; to our knowledge, no such study has been

undertaken in France to date. An example of such a study in the North American context may

be found in Slovic et al. (1991b).

3.3.3. Perceived Political Risks These risks appear to be highly salient to the British

institutional community, judging from unabashed newsletter reports from either BNF or

Nirex. Concern is expressed, directly or indirectly, at the possibility that the Tightness of

organizational decisions may be questioned by outside parties, and their execution hampered
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on grounds unaccepted by the organization. Risks to decisionmaking autonomy appear to

outweigh institutional perceptions of physical risks attached to a deep repository. The acute

nature of such perception is evident in response to the publication of a technical report,

commissioned by Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution (HMIP), which cast doubt on the

longterm safety of the underground repository project. Nirex the next day made formal

application to prevent the appearance of HMIP inspectors at the Sellafield public enquiry,

saying their attendance would be « plainly unfair to Nirex and wrong » (Daily Telegraph, 24

Oct. 1995) ! In a milder example oi" the perceived threat to decision autonomy, Sellafield trade

unionists told the public inquiry they are « sick to death of environmental groups telling us

what is good for us » (Sellafield Newsletter, 19 Oct. 1995).

The political risk associated with nuclear waste thus seems to be met with less

aplomb by British institutions than the question of perceived physical risks. In France, the

new « democratized » approach to laboratory site selection, whatever its success, may be

seen as an integrated response to political risk. When decision authority is thrown into

question by confrontation between opposing groups (citizen opponents and the CEA), a

mediating option is consciously chosen by the elected national power, putting ultimate

decision authority into the hands of Parliament.

4. Facing Several Levels of Uncertainty

We have reviewed the state of technical approach to nuclear waste management,

institutional modelsof decisionmaking, and the situation found in two countries currently

seeking sites for underground research laboratories. Much more may be said about the

ongoing history of the siting works in France and in Britain, about the risks perceived and the

interactions between communication acts on all sides and the unfolding of the situation.

Uncertainty of various levels is salient in these siting cases. We have refered to the

broad issues of scientific and technological uncertainty involved in the nuclear waste

management task. Another type of uncertainty is created when the technological challenge

enters the social sphere. This uncertainty is properly expressed in communication terms. How

to find a common language to speak about nuclear waste management and reach decisions ? It

is already difficult to determine which scientific information may best be presented to

concerned publics, and how to communicate the model and criteria under which such data

merit decision confidence.
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Then, managing institutions are further confronted with uncertainty inherent to the

responses of the different communication partners. These responses are apt to be linked to

differential perceptions of risk. The second broad domain of uncertainty that appears salient is

thus organizational : outcomes of decision processes are unpredictable when they have

become subject to multiple interventions under variable, sometimes conflicting, schemes of

reference.

These levels of uncertainty are faced in different manners in the two cases studied.

4.1. SCIENTIFIC AUTHORITY

Nirex, in its communicationsinitiatives, has taken a clear option to emphasize its

scientific and technical expertise. A series of handsome brochures is made widely and freely

available. These report on details of the Sellafield project, but also on the nuclear waste

management situation found in other countries, or radiation and its uses, etc. A monthly

Newsletter is distributed to both local recipients and institutions, national and international. It

contains a « Science Update » column « keeping you informed of the latest developments in

the science of responsible radioactive waste management », and does not fail to put into bold

headlines such external judgments as that from Britain's Radioactive Maste Management

Advisory Committee (RWMAC): « Nirex science 'of highest quality' » (Issue 15, July 1995).

Some attention is given to initiating readers to the tenets of the empirical model. The

scientific method Nirex overtly claims for itself in researching waste storage solutions cannot

properly offer certainty, we learn, as to findings and outcomes. On the other hand, the reader

quickly forms the impression that there is a great deal of certainty as to the adequacy to the

problem of Nirex's chosen model. Two examples may illustrate this visibly high degree of

confidence. A September 1994 brochure is entitled : « Nirex—the facts ; A guide to the safe

disposal of radioactive waste ». Dr J. Holmes, Nirex Director for Science, was called upon by

the Newsletter (Issue 8, Dec. 1994) to refute a « scientifically worthless quake scare »

emanating from Greenpeace , and did so in these terms : « To make claims at this stage that

the site is unsafe is nonsense and non-science ».

Tension between certainty and uncertainty has been maintained, without direct

commentary, in the confidence held by Nirex as to the technical adequacy of the Sellafield

site. From its inception, the repository project has included a research phase requiring the

construction of a Rock Characterization Facility (RCF). This necessary phase, intermediate to

the preselection of a site and the hypothetical construction of deep storage, was however not
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clearly emphasized at any stage of the preselection process. No sufficiently clear statements by

Xirex came to assert that scientific uncertainty could hover over a preselected site, making

necessary a research phase. On the contrary. Nirex and other actors expressed an immediate

high confidence in the geophysical qualities of Sellafield. The distinction between

preselection of a site and its definitive construction, although present, was not well drawn in

communication.

In a Gallup poll commissioned by Nirex and reported in December 1994, seventy eight

percent of those aware of the rock laboratory proposal erroneously believed it will be used for

the disposal of radioactive waste. (Note that 69% of outlying residents stated acceptance of the

RCF project when informed that it is solely a research facility).

Although, again, the RCF was an integral feature of the project from its origin, this

research phase was not activated and highly publicized until some time after opposition

movements had registered their dissent to the Sellafield site preselection. The announcement

that Nirex was launching a permit request for the lab, temporarily shelving the grand

repository permit process, was an infracommunication tending to throw into question the

sagacity of that high confidence in the preselected site that had been expressed earlier.

Sellafield opposition had criticized in particular what was portrayed as a suspicious

certainty that the best geophysical site characteristics to be found in Britain just happened to

be located under terrain occupied by an important nuclear industry. Nirex had clearly

identified transport reduction and « political acceptance » as site selection criteria as early as

1987, in the « Way Forward » discussion document. However, the apparent retreat to request

an RCF permit based on scientific uncertainty emphasized only after political resistance had

developed, could not fail to accentuate some local residents' feeling that respect for their

safety and lifestyle had been given second place to decision expediencies. Under such

conditions, claims of scientific integrity which impose an evaluative phase, appear to take on

an unfortunate flavor of expediency as well. This communication sequence dealt a blow to

Nirex's credibility, casting indirect doubt thus on both competence and honesty.

Perhaps these clinging images may be balanced over time by the clear, and largely

publicized, efforts made by Nirex to adopt, respect and favor their host region. Key Nirex staff

and their families have relocated to the Sellafield area ; logistic and material support is freely

allocated to schools, clubs and local development projects. The well equipped offices of the

Nirex public inquiry management team will be ceded without charge to a local consultancy
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which then may make of them a business meeting center; this is a single example of proactive

moves to bring economic activity into the area, and of infracommunication to the effect that a

place is the better for Nirex' passing.

4.2. SOCIAL AUTHORITY

An entirely different relationship to the concept of « certainty » is apparent in the

structure given to French high level nuclear waste management. This system places legitimacy

in the sole legal framework, a collective process carried out through the Parliament. Inherent

scientific uncertainty is recognized and is even given a respectful margin under the Law of 30

December 1991. This law requires specifically that research be performed simultaneously

along three broad paths : transmutation of high level waste, conditioning for long term surface

storage, and reversible or irreversible storage of ultimate waste products. In this way the CEA

has seen its fundamental and applied research agenda receive firm orientation, dictated by the

expression of societal will and no longer, as is traditional in scientific method, by the

outcomes of prior research (although these, transmitted by expert counsel, of course guided

the legislator in identifying research options).

The law thus guarantees that in the present state of knowledge, no scientific response

to the nuclear waste challenge is cut off a priori. Exploration of the disposal option

necessitates the construction of an underground laboratory—or, in a fine strategic move, of

two laboratories. This last provision reflects a healthy respect of uncertainty as to the behavior

of radionucleides in various geological confinements, and exemplifies the societal, as well as

scientific, need to keep open the final decision of which site might at term receive the one

fullfledged deep repository that may serve France. (In fact, three sites were preselected in

1995 after special dispensation, further diminishing the odds that any one laboratory site may

be developed into a repository.)

That decision is not to be taken by scientists and technologists alone : again social

certainty is sought at the level of decision processes, for Parliament will conclude, on expert

evaluation of 15 years' research, which paths have yielded the most adequate results, and

whether a repository should be built.
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5. Conclusions

Criticisms may be formed of France's avowedly democratic site selection procedure ;

while all those who formulated the wish were heard by the Mediator, a classical French

definition of representative, and not direct, democracy was clearly profiled in the reliance

upon organized political and administrative structures. This same abstracted notion of

participation and communication appears frequently to be reflected in the highly formalized

composition and program of Local Information Committees attached to nuclear (like other

industrial) complexes. Social authority is utilized in this setting in much the same way

scientific authority is in the British context: Reference to the chosen authority facilitates the

management of uncertain situations, but tends to exclude unauthorized points of view which

still conceivably may have value for that management.

A tendency may thus be seen in each of these institutional programs to reduce

uncertainty on the social or organizational levels, uncertainty linked to unanticipated response

to information. However, each case history shows that in the very short period of only one

decade, considerable evolution has taken place in the dominant institutional model for

decisionmaking and communication. In each case, the evolution appears to be the product of

pressure from the expression of points of view excluded from the prior model. In other words,

such evolution is the result of a democratic process, characterized by decentralized inputs on

matters previously managed by central administrations.

In both France and Britain, as generally, the centralized or authoritarian model has

ceded to a socially responsive model. This has taken various forms according, in part, to the

degree of change for which institional decisionmakers have given themselves margin. Thus,

the French Prime Minister intervened at the time of « grave disorder » in the application of the

authoritarian model, thereby authorizing a process through which national representatives

have come to hold decision power in HLW management. ANDRA, formerly on the front line

in conflict with dissenting publics, now refers all its undertakings to the law that dictates its

responsabilities, and to its three supervising ministries. Nirex has not benefitted from such an

external frame of social authority, and in interaction with the various groups bringing

pressure, invokes scientific authority as its justifying model.
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The desire to reduce uncertainty is likely a universal human motivation, reified in the

creation of organizations, some of which have the express mission to manage situations of

scientific uncertainty. A corollary of this motive may be the desire to actively influence

decisionmaking processes, especially in collective risk situations (Mays. 1993). Nuclear waste

management has generally been the formal reserve of qualified institutions, which have

imposed conditions on dialogue in order to advance in their mission. Today many other

groups are asserting a claim to influence this management, and modern western societal views

approve this democratic tendency, especially in the technological domain.

The institutions considered here have already made numerous, sometimes profound

structural adjustments to this pressure. Their members may be recognized for their efforts, and

encouraged to envision as yet untried communication formats permitting different partners to

explore the contours of others' perceptions, expectations and objectives. If social and

organizational uncertainty is temporarily augmented in such a setting, the decision outcomes

for the management in society of nuclear waste may for their part be more robust. Future

appled research could thus further investigate which decisionmaking model for risk

management an communication prevails in a given context, and why, in the light of existing

knowledge on economic behavior, risk perception and organizational theory.
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